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Sample Driving Test Questions
1. what is the minimum tread on a tyre
2. at what age may a person sit in the front passenger seat
3. what is the rule regarding a yellow box junction
4. what do two broken white lines in the centre of the road mean
5. what does a broken yellow line on the edge of the road mean
6. when may you overtake on the left
7. when may you use a hard shoulder
8. what is the speed limit on a motorway
9. when may you use the right hand lane on a motorway
10. when may you use the hard shoulder on a motorway
11. what may you not do on a motorway
12. what do you do if an oncoming car blinds you
13. give six occasions when you would use dipped headlights
14. how do you recognise a zebra crossing at night
15. how does a pedestrian gain control of a zebra crossing
16. what do zig zag lines at a pedestrian crossing mean
17 what does a flashing amber light on a pedestrian crossing mean
18. a sign with a red x in a red circle means
19. a sign with a red circle on a white background means
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Sample Driving Test Answers
1. 1.6 mm
2. 12 years
3. don’t enter unless you can clear it or unless you are turning right
4. there is a continuous white line ahead
5. a hard shoulder
6. when the car in front is turning right, when you are turning left and in
two lanes where the right lane is moving slower than the left lane
7. temporarily, if it is safe to allow following traffic to overtake
8. 120 km/h
9. to overtake only
10. in an emergency or if your car breaks down
11. stop, u-turn or reverse
12. look left, slow down and stop if necessary
13. meeting a car, driving behind a car, in town, in lit up areas outside
town, at dawn and dusk and in bad weather (fog, snow heavy rain)
14. flashing amber beacons
15. they put one foot on the crossing
16. no parking and no overtaking
17. go if there is no one on the crossing
18. a clearway – no parking no stopping
19. a pedestrianised street
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